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   BEFORE  THE ADDL. MEMBER-1, MOTOR ACCIDENT CLAIMS

TRIBUNAL TINSUKIA :::::::::ASSAM

District : Tinsukia.

Present : Md. A.  Hakim, AJS.

Addl.  Member-2,

Motor Accident Claims Tribunal,

Tinsukia.   

            M.A.C.T Case No. 102  of 2013

1.            Smt. Beauti Dutta Gogoi,

           W/o. Sri Biswanath Gogoi.

2.            Sri Mridu Pawan Gogoi,

           S/o. Sri Biswanath Gogoi.

           Both are permanent  residents  of  

 Merbil Pabojan, Kathalguri, P.O Kathalguri,

 P.S  Duliajan  & Dist. Dibrugarh, Assam   

           Cell No. 9957388244.        

                                                           .........…………Claimants

                     -Versus-                      

1.             Sri Naba Kanta Phukan,

            S/o. Lombodhar  Phukan.

            R/o.  Panitola, P.S  & Dist.  Tinsukia, Assam

           (Driver of the TATA 709 Bus  bearing no. AS-23-E-1691)

2.             Sri Hem Chandra  Baruah,

            S/o. Lt. Madam Chandra  Baruah,

            R/o.  Hijuguri,  Bash  Bari,

            P.O. Hijuguri,  P.S & District – Tinsukia, Assam

            [Owner of  the TATA 709 Bus  bearing no. AS-23-E-1691]
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3.             The New India Assurance Company Ltd,

            Tinsukia  Division Office, being represented  by

            The Senior Divisional  Manager

            The New India Assurance Company Ltd,

            Tinsukia Branch, Rangagarah  Road,

            P.O & Dist. Tinsukia, Assam.  

(Insurer of  the TATA 709 Bus  bearing no. AS-23-E-1691  vide

policy  no. 53080031120100007937 valid  from  27.12.2012  to

midnight  on  26.12.2013)

       ...............Opposite Parties

 
Appearance:-

Sri P. Roy, 

Advocate……………......……….…...For the Claimants.           

Sri P. Deb

Advocate........………………………...For the O.P No. 3.   

Date of Argument :   13.06.19.

          Date of Judgment :    28.06.19

J  U  D  G  M  E  N  T

1.           It  is  pertinent  to  mentioned  here  that the  instant  MAC

case  was  dismissed    and  disposed  of  on  contest without

cost  by   my   Ld.   Predecessor  on   19.07.16.  Thereafter  the

Claimant has  preferred  an  appeal  against  the  said  Judgment

and  order   before  the  Hon'ble  Gauhati  High  Court being

MAC  Appeal  No.  236 of  2016,  wherein  the  Hon'ble  Gauhati

High  Court had  set aside  the aforementioned  Judgment and

remanded  back  the  same  to this  Tribunal  for  deciding  the

case  on  merit  on  the  basis  of   the  materials    already

available on  record. Hence, the  case  proceeded accordingly. 

2.        The claimant and the opposite party no. 3 have appeared

and argument is  heard accordingly  from  the  claimant   and
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Opposite  Party no. 3. 

3.        The  instant  case is in brief that the claimants  namely,

Smt. Beuti Dutta Gogoi and Sri Mridupawan Gogoi, wife  & son

respectively  of the  injured,  Sri Biswanath Gogoi, residents of

Marbil  Pabajan, Kathalguri  under Duliajan P/S in the district of

Dibrugarh,  Assam  have  filed  for  grant  of  compensation  on

account of  injuries sustained by Biswanath Gogoi,  in a motor

vehicular accident which occurred on 10.06.13 at 12:40 P.M in

front of ASTC Bus stand, Tinsukia.   

4.        The claimants have filed the claim petition U/s. 166 of the

Motor vehicle act 1988, which is henceforth be referred to as MV

Act  for sake of brevity. 

5.       The  claimants  in  their  claim  petition  have drawn the

attention of  the Tribunal  that  on 10.06.13 at  about  12:40 PM

Biswanath Gogoi was walking near the ASTC  bus stand, Tinsukia

and all of a sudden, a TATA 709 bus bearing registration no. AS-

23-E-1691 driven  by  the  Opp. Party  no. 1 in  a  rash  and

negligent  manner hit  the  injured  from the  back.  Immediately

after  the  accident on 10.06.13 the  injured  was  taken to  LGB

Civil Hospital, Tinsukia and due  to  his  critical  condition, on  the

same  day  he  was shifted to Srimanta Sankardev Hospital &

Research Institute, Dibrugarh, wherein  he  has  undergone brain

surgery and  was hospitalized till 15.07.13 but again on 05.08.13

the health  condition of  the  injured was deteriorated on  the

same   day   at   Srimanta  Sankardev  Hospital  &  Research

Institute,  Dibrugarh  wherein   he   was  provided   surgical

treatments  for cranioplasty  surgery(multiple  bone  segment)

and plastic  repair  with  plate  and  screw,  and  was hospitalized

till 09.08.13. Again on 16.09.13 the injured  become  serious and

he was again admitted in the said hospital and  was  provided

for extradural  collection  and  swelling  over  the  scalp,  and  he

was  hospitalized  till  05.10.13.  The   injured  is   still   under

treatment  of  the  specialized  doctors  of  Srimanta Sankardev
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Hospital & Research Institute, Dibrugarh.

6.       The claimant further  stated  that  during  investigation,

Srimanta Sankardev Hospital & Research Institute, Dibrugarh it

was  detected  that  the  injured sustained  Parietal EDH  Frontal

confusion  with  perilesional  oedema  and  fracture  of  both

parietal  &  right  occipital  bone  with  adjacent  soft  tissue

swelling   in   consequence   of   which   the   injured   was

hospitalized three  times  at   Srimanta Sankardev Hospital  &

Research Institute, Dibrugarh  and  he  needs  further  medical

checkup  and  attention.  It  is  a  matter  of  great  regret  that

due  to  the  accident,  the  injured  lost  his  memory  and

become   physically   handicapped   and   mentally   retarded

person. In  the  course  of  treatment  the  claimant  incurred

huge  expenditures  more  than Rs. 9 Lakhs  but  could be  able

to produce medical  bills  of Rs. 8,16,274.00 only. The  claimants

by  taking  loan   and  financial  assistance  from  relatives  and

well   wishers   incurred   all   medical   expenditures.   It   is

expected  that  the  claimants  have  to  incur  further  medical

expenditure  to  the  extent  of  Rs. 4 lakhs. 

7.        In connection  with  the  said  accident Tinsukia police has

registered  a  case  being C/No-408/2013, corresponding to GR

No-  975/2013  U/S-  279/338  IPC  against   the   driver  of  the

alleged Vehicle and investigated  the  case accordingly.   

8.        The  claimants   have  further   stated   that  the injured Sri

Biswanath  Gogoi was a  professional  Driver,  serving  under  Sri

Dilip  Phookonwer,  R/o.  Sivsagar,  backside  of  Ruplim  Cinema

Hall, P.O, P.S  &  Dist.  Sibsagar,  Assam,  at  a  consolidated

monthly  salary  of  Rs. 6000/- and  the  injured is  having his

spouse,  the  claimant  no. 1  and one  son,  the  claimant  no. 2

respectively,  who  are  entirely  dependent  upon  the  income

to  the injured. Due to  the  accident  the  injured  lost  his

memory  and  become  physically   handicapped  and  mentally

retarded  person,  thereby  he  has  lost  his   job  and  has
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suffered 100%  permanent  economic  disability.  The  claimant

have  craves  leave  of  the  Tribunal  to   medically  examine

the  injured  Biswanath  Gogoi  to  ascertain,  the  extent  of

disability   sustained   by   the   injured,   in   the   appropriate

course  of   time  and  in   such  eventuality  the  claimants

further  craves  the  leave  of  the Tribunal to  amend  the instant

claim  petition.  The  100%  economic  disability  of  the  injured

attributed  great  hardship  to  the  claimants  and  they  are

passing  their days  in  distress  and  hardship. As  such, the

claimants have prayed  for  compensation  to the tune of Rs.

34,69,074/- from the OPs   on  the  following heads:

    COMPUTATION  OF  THE COMPENSATION

 
1.

1.Medical Expenditures (supported by medical bills,
Investigation  Reports,  vouchers,  prescriptions  and
medical  reports)

     Rs. 8,16,274.00

2. 2.Damages  of Pain  and  sufferings,   trauma  as
consequence  of  injuries

    Rs.  5,00,000.00

3.    3.Loss  of  amenities     Rs.  5,00,000.00

4.Future  Medical  expenditure     Rs.  4,00,000.00

5.Loss  of earnings during  the  period  of  treatment
till       filing  of  the  claim  petition

     Rs.    36,000.00

6. 6.Loss  of future income due  to  100%   permanent
economic  disability caused  by  the  accident Rs.
6000 X 12 X 13(the  relevant  multiplier)

     Rs. 9,36,000.00
9.

            7.  Loss  of  30% addition  of  income  by  way  of 
Enhancement

  Rs. 2,80,800.00

Total             Rs.34,69,074.00
  

(Rupees Thirty  Four Lakhs Sixty Nine  Thousand &  Seventy
Four) only.  

10.       The  Opp.  Parties have   contested  the case by  filing

separate  written  statements.  In  their  written  statement  they

have taken all  the  routine pleas,  denies  the  case  of   the

claimant and prayed  for dismissal  of  the  claim  petition. 
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11.         Upon  pleadings   the  following issues  are  framed  by  my

Ld. predecessor :  

 
(i) Whether the claim petition is maintainable?

(ii) Whether on 10.06.13 at about 12:40 P.M in front of

ASTC Bus Stand under Tinsukia Police Station  the

injured,  i.e.  the  husband  of  the  claimant  No.  1

sustained injuries  as a result of rash and negligent

driving of the vehicle bearing Registration No. AS-

23-E/1691(Tata 709 Bus)?  

                                 
(iii) Whether  the  claimants  are  entitled  to  get

compensation?  If  so,  to  what  extent  and  from

whom?                                

12.         During    the    course   of    hearing   the claimant   no. 1

has  examined   herself  alongwith  three  other  witnesses  in

support   of  her  claim and also  exhibited some documents  in

course of hearing of the case, whereas the OPs have   adduced

evidence of   one  witness  in  support  of  their  case. 

13.        The  Tribunal   has  heard  the  argument advanced by the

parties at length and also, deciphered the materials on record

for an appropriate outcome of the instant case.  

14.       Before   discussing   the   issues   I   would  like to go

through  the  evidence  led  by  the  claimants  for  better

appreciation and comprehension of the matter. 

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASON THEREOF:

15.      On  the  basis  of  evidence  at   hand  the issues are

adjudicated accordingly as herein under :-

16.          The   CW.1,  Smt.  Beauti  Dutta  Gogoi  has deposed  in

her evidence-in-Affidavit that on 10.06.13 at about 12:40 PM her

husband was walking by the side of the road near ASTC  Bus
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stand, Tinsukia  and all  of  a sudden, a TATA 709 bus bearing

registration no. AS-23-E-1691 driven  by  the  Opp. Party  no. 1

in  a  rash  and  negligent  manner hit  her husband  from the

back.  Immediately  after  the  accident on 10.06.13 her husband

was  taken  to   LGB Civil  Hospital,  Tinsukia  and due   to   his

critical   condition,  on   the   same   day   he   was  shifted  to

Srimanta  Sankardev  Hospital  &  Research  Institute,  Dibrugarh,

wherein  her husband  has  undergone brain surgery and  was

hospitalized  till  15.07.13  but  again  on  05.08.13  the  health

condition  of   her  husband  again  deteriorated  and  he  was

hospitalized on  the  same  day  at  Srimanta Sankardev Hospital

&  Research  Institute,  Dibrugarh  wherein   he   was  provided

surgical  treatments   and plastic repair  with  plate  and  screw,

and   was  hospitalized  till  09.08.13.  Again  on  16.09.13  her

husband become  serious and  he was again admitted in the said

hospital and  was  provided treatment for swelling  over  the

scalp,  and  he  was hospitalized till  05.10.13. Her husband is

still  under  treatment  of  the  specialized  doctors  of  Srimanta

Sankardev Hospital & Research Institute, Dibrugarh.

17.        The claimant further  stated  that  during  investigation,

Srimanta Sankardev Hospital & Research Institute, Dibrugarh it

was  detected  that  her  husband sustained  fracture  of  both

parietal  &  right  occipital  bone  with  adjacent  soft  tissue

swelling   in   consequence   of   which   the   injured   was

hospitalized three  times  at   Srimanta Sankardev Hospital  &

Research Institute, Dibrugarh  and  he  needs  further  medical

checkup  and  attention.  It  is  a  matter  of  great  regret  that

due  to  the  accident,  her  husband  lost  his  eye  sight and

become  physically  handicapped  and unable  to  attain  his

normal  pursuits  of  life. In  the  course  of  treatment  the

claimant have incurred huge  expenditures  more  than Rs. 9

Lakhs   but   could  be   able   to  produce  medical   bills  and

vouchers to  the  extent  of Rs. 8,16,274.00 only at  the  time

filing the  claim petition and today  alongwith  the  evidence on
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affidavit  the  claimant  has  filed additional  medical  bills  and

vouchers  to  the  extent  of  Rs. 19,697.97 and  thereby  the

claimants  have filed  medical  bills  and  vouchers   to  the

extent  of  Rs. 8,35,971.97 only.  The  claimant  has taken  loan

and  financial  assistance  from  relatives  and  well  wishers

incurred  all  medical  expenditures.  It  is  expected  that  the

claimant has expected  to  incur  further  medical  expenditure

to   the   extent   of   Rs.  4  lakhs   towards   future   medical

treatment  of  her  husband.

18.       The  claimant  has further   stated   that  her  husband, Sri

Biswanath  Gogoi was a  professional  Driver,  serving  under  Sri

Dilip   Phookonwer  @  Sanjib  Phool  Konwer,   R/o.   Sivsagar,

backside  of  Ruplim  Cinema  Hall, P.O, P.S  &  Dist.  Sibsagar,

Assam,  at  a  consolidated  monthly  salary  of  Rs. 6000/- and

beside  that  he  was  getting  fooding  allowance  of  Rs. 150/-

per  day, and  herself  and  their  only  son  the  claimant  no. 2

respectively,  who  are  entirely  dependent  upon  the  income

of her  husband. Due to  the  accident   her  husband lost his job

and  has  suffered 100%  permanent  economic  disability  which

attributed  great  hardship to  them  and  they  are  passing

their  days  in  distress  and  hardship. 

19.         In connection  with  the  said  accident Tinsukia police has

registered  a  case  being C/No-408/2013,   against  the Opp.

Party  no. 1 and  on  completion  of  investigation  the  case  was

charge-sheeted  against  the  Opp. Party no. 1.  

20.         The  claimant  has claimed  :-

Rs.  8,35,971.97 towards  Medical  Expenditures   incurred

by  her, Rs. 5,00,000.00 towards pain sufferings,

Rs. 5,00,000.00 towards  loss  of  amenities,

Rs. 4,00,000.00 towards future  Medical  expenditure, 

Rs. 36,000.00 towards Loss  of income(From  10.06.2013

to 05.10.13),

Rs. 9,36,000.00 towards  Loss  of  Future  income due  to
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100% permanent   economic  disability,

Rs. 2,80,800/- towards  Loss  of  30% addition  of  income

by  way  of   Enhancement  making   the  total   claim

amount  of  Rs.  Rs. 34,88,771.97/-  

21.         The  claimant has exhibited some  documents in course of

hearing of the case  and those are as mentioned  herein under:

1. Exhibit  1  :  Form  No.  54,  Accident  Information  Report  of

Tinsukia PS Case No. 408/13.

2. Exhibit 2: Certified copy of Ejahar of Tinsukia PS Case No. 

408/13.

3. Exhibit 3:  Certified  copy of Charge-sheet of Tinsukia PS 

Case No. 408/13.

4. Exhibit  4:  Copy  of  Professional  Driving  License  of  Sri

Bishonath Gogoi(Injured).

5. Exhibit 5 :Certificate of Upper  Assam under ASTC Private Bus

Workers Union, H.O Sibsagar.

6. Exhibit. 6 : Photograph of injured Sri Bishnath Gogoi.

7. Exhibit 7 : is the Certificate issued by Dr. Mihaj Mohim.

8. Exhibit 7(1) : is the signature Dr. Mihaj Mohim.

9. Exhibit nos.  8(1)  to  8(245)  are  the  medical  prescriptions,

reports and Discharge Certificates.

10.Exhibit  :  9(1) to 9(276)  are the cash memos, Medical bills,

vouchers,  Invoices.  

 
22.        In cross-examination the CW.1 has deposed  that  she  has

not  filed   any  Power  of  Attorney  to  file  this  claim  from  her

husband. She  has not taken any leave from  this  court. She

denies  the  suggestion  that  she  has  no  right  to  file  this

claim. She  has  come  to  know  about  the accident  from

others. Initially  she  was  informed about  the  accident  by  her

sister  in  law (Helosi  Singh). Later she  came  to  know  from  a

handyman.  She   denies   the   suggestion  that  709 bus   was

driven  rashly   and   negligently   and   as   such   it   hit   her

husband. She does  not know the name  of  the owner of the

bus. She  does  not  know  the  another  name  of  the  owner  of
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the  bus. Ext. I was  collected  by  her  from  the  P.S. In  Col. no.

10 Policy  No. of  the  bus  is  mentioned.  Ext. A is  the  said

policy.  In  Ext.  A,  the  insured's  name  is  mentioned  as  Geeta

Gupta. In  Ext. A name of  Hem Chandra Barua is not mentioned.

She  filed  the  ejahar. The  injured  was  working  under  Dilip

Phul konwer  but  she  has  not  submitted  any  document. She

cannot  till  the  dates  on  which  the   Photographs (Ext. 6 )were

taken. When  she  paid  the  bills  she was  given  receipt.  She

has denied that her  husband  was  unemployed  at  the  time  of

accident. Her  husband  was the President of Bus Driver’s Union.

She has denied that she  has  not spent  the  amount  shown  in

the  claim  petition and  has  submitted  documents of  the  said

amount.  She has not submitted any Disability Certificate.  She

has denied that her husband is normal and capable  of  working.

After 21.06.14 she has  not  exhibited any prescription of  Dr.

Minhas  Momin.  Vide  Ext.  9(260)  she   purchased  medicine  as

stated in Ext.  9(276) on the same day (21.06.14). She denies

that  she has  manufactured  documents  to  raise  the  claim

amount.   She has denied that  she  is   not  entitled to  the

amount  as  claimed. She has denied that  as   Hem Chandra

Barua was  not  insured,  the  OP No. 3  is  not  entitled  to  pay

compensation.

23.       The CW.2, Sri Biswanath Gogoi is the injured  and he has

deposed that on 10.06.13 at about 12:40 P.M he was walking by

the  side  of  the  road near the ASTC Bus stand and  all  of  a

sudden, one  TATA 709 bus bearing registration no. AS-23-E-1691

driven by Opp. Party no. 1  in  a  rash  and  negligent manner hit

him from his behind.  After the accident  only on 14.07.13 he

regained his senses. He  was hospitalized subsequently for two

times  but  he   cannot  recollect  the  dates,  on  which  he  was

admitted  and  discharged.  He  had  gone  through  several

operations and out of  the  accident, he lost his eye sight. He

was  working  as   professional  driver,  serving  under  Sri  Dilip

Phulkonwer @ Sanjeeb Phulkonwer, R/o. Sibsagar,  back  side  of
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Ruplim  Cinema  Hall, P.O., P.S  &  Dist.  Sibsagar,  Assam  at  a

consolidated  monthly salary of Rs. 6, 000/- besides  that he was

getting food allowance of Rs. 150/- per day. Due to loss of his

eye sight  and  incapability to walk without assistance,  he  lost

his  job  and  becomes  jobless. His  wife  informed  him  that  by

talking  financial  assistance  from  relatives  and  friends  she

provided medical  treat  to  him.

 
24.        In  cross examination  the CW.2 has deposed that prior to

the accident, he was a bus driver. The accident took place after

10 AM near the bus stand. The  vehicles  are  required  to  run

at  a  low  speed  as  there  are  traffic  jams. At the time of

accident, a staff of his bus was walking with him. He was not

injured. At the  time of the incident, he used to drive  the bus of

Dilip Phulkonwer. At  the  time  of  accident he got  salary of Rs.

9,000/- per month. This included his daily expenses. He  knows

Hider Hussain who was the Secretary of the Private Bus Worker’s

Union.  He  knows  his salary and earnings. He  used  to  drive

the  bus bearing registration no. AS-04-AC-9955.  His  wife  and

son  have  filed  this  claim petition. He is  not  much  acquainted

as to what documents have  been filed in  this  case. He has

denied that he was  not  drawing  salary  of  Rs. 9000/- P.M and

he  has lost his eye sight as  a  result  of  which  he  has  to  walk

with  assistance. He  has also denied that he is not jobless and

has  given  false  evidence on  affidavit.

25.         The CW.3 is Dr. Minhans Momin has deposed that he  is  a

doctor   and  treated  Biswanath  Gogoi  at  Srimanta  Sankardev

Hospital & Research Institute at Dibrugarh. He has operated his

brain. The  patient Biswanath Gogoi was admitted in the hospital

on 10.06.13 and discharged on 15.07.13.   Thereafter  he was

readmitted on  05.08.13 and discharged on 09.08.13. He was

again admitted on 16.09.13 and discharged on 05.10.13. When

the patient was initially admitted in  the  hospital, he  was  then

unconscious state  and he was in poly trauma having multiple

injuries,  severe   head   injury   with  chest  injury,  soft  tissues
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injuries.  He  had to  undergo  some  emergency operation  and

thereafter,  numbers of  operation  were  conducted. Ultimately

released  on  05.10.13. Ext. 7 is the certificate issued by him and

Ext.  7(1)  is   his   signature.   The   patient   still   requires

treatment. He  was  somehow  survived.  Because  of  the  left

side head injury,  he was developing some psychiatric problems.

His  behavour  found  to  be  changed. Due to treatment he

returned to normal state. As he had visionary problems of  right

eye, he was referred to Ophthalmology, AMCH,  Dibrugarh. From

his  experience he cannot opined  that  the   injured can pursue

his works without assistance. 

26.          In  cross  examination  the  CW.3 has deposed that  after

the  discharge  he  met  the patient but  he  cannot  say  the

dates. Several  times  he  also  prescribed  medicine. In Ext. 7

there is no mention that the patient is   permanent disabled. He

cannot   say  the name of  the  opthalmology who treated the

patient  Biswa Nath  Gogoi regarding his eyes sight  vision. 

27.        The  CW.4 is   Dr. Narayan Chandra Mahanta  and he has

deposed  that he is posted as Superintendent of Tinsukia Civil

Hospital. Ext. 10 is the notice issued by this Tribunal directing

him to constitute Medical Board to ascertain the percentage of

permanent  physical disability of the injured Sri Biswanath Gogoi

S/o. Lt. B.R Gogoi of Merbil, Pavojan, Kathalguri PO, Duliajan. He

was further directed to submit his report on or before 03.05.16.

After  receipt  of  the said  notice,  he constituted Medical  Board

including member - 1) Dr. B.S  Gogoi, 2) Dr. A.K Borthakur  3) Dr.

R.  Guha.  Dr.  G.S.  Gogoi  is  eye  specialist,  Dr.  A.K.  Borthakur,

Surgeon, Dr. R. Guha is a general Physician. On 21.04.16  the

injured appeared  before the Board and accordingly, on the same

day he was examined. Accordingly, on submission of the report,

he  forwarded  the  same  before  this  Tribunal.  After  complete

examination the Board is on the opinion  that  Mr.  Biswanath

Gogoi who had suffered road accident in 2013 is now suffering

from vitreous hemorrhage  of  both eyes with vision P.L mean
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perception of light (negative) on right eye  P.L + - on left eye

with permanent disability 100%.  Ext. 11 is the said report. Ext.

11(1) is the signature of Dr. G.S Gogoi. Ext. 11(2) is the signature

of Dr. A.K. Borthakur, Ext. 11(3) is the signature of  Dr. R. Guha,

Ext.  11(4)  and  11(5)  are  his  signatures  in  the  capacity  of

Superintendent, Civil Hospital Tinsukia. Ext. 12  is the summon

received  by him for adducing evidence before this Court. 

28.       In  Cross examination he  has  deposed  that he was not  the

member of the Board constituted on the requisition of the Ld.

Tribunal. If one eye of a person become completely incapable to

see how much disability will  be considered for the loss of one

eye,  he  cannot  say,  only  the  eye  specialist  can  say  in  this

matter. The doctors who examined Biswanath Gogoi did not give

any  separate  report.  They  have  submitted  a  combine  report.

What are the medical documents produced by or on behalf of

Mr.  Biswanath  Gogoi  before  the  Board  towards  his  earlier

treatment is  not reflected  in the report,  Ext.  11 and also he

cannot say now. In the report it is not reflected the eye vision of

Biswanath  Gogoi  was  effected  due  to  road  traffic  accident.

Individually, the percentage of disability of the left eye and the

right eye are not mentioned. What technique or instrument the

Board used  for  examining the  patient and also to come to the

conclusion  about  the  disability  of   Biswanath  Gogoi  is  not

mentioned in the report. He denies  the  suggestion  that without

examining the  patient they have submitted the report. 

29.         The  DW.1 is   Ranjit Ghose, the Administrative Office of the

New India Assurance Co. Ltd of  Tinsukia Divisioin of Tinsukia and

he  has   deposed  that  he  is  looking  after  the  files  of  Motor

Accident Claims of the company  and  he  is  acquainted  with

the facts and  circumstances  of  the  case. That the vehicle

bearing registration no. AS-23-E-1691 was insured with the New

India Assurance Co. Ltd vide policy no. 53080031120100007937,

was valid from 27.12.12 to 26.12.13 midnight.  The said policy
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was insured in the name of Mrs. Geeta Gupta W/o. Sri R.P. Gupta,

a resident of Panitola Daily Bazaar, Panitola P.O Panitola, P.S &

District Tinsukia, Assam.  Exbt. A is the  office copy of the above

Policy. So,  That  in  the  claim petition  the  claimants have

mentioned  that  Sri  Hem Chandra Barua was   the  registered

owner of the aforesaid vehicle no. AS-23-E-1691 at the relevant

time of  accident. That  as  the  policy  was  not  issued  in  the

name of   Hem Chandra Barua by  their  company, as  such  their

company  is  not  liable  to pay  any  compensation, which  would

be   awarded   against  Sri  Hem  Chandra  Barua,  under  the

aforesaid policy,  which was issued in the name of Mrs. Geeta

Gupta.

30.       In   cross  examination  by  claimant,  the  DW.1  has

deposed   that  at  the relevant time the vehicle no. AS-23-E-

1691  was insured with their  company, but it was in the name of

Mrs.  Geeta Gupta.  He has  no  objection against   the  other

averments  in  claim petition. The claim amount is not stated in

the evidence on affidavit. He  denies the  suggestion  that their

Co.  is  liable  to  pay  compensation   to  Beuti  Dutta  Gogoi  &

others. 

31.        Now for the brevity, convenience and comprehension I am

discussing the issues no. 1 and 2 one  by  one.  

ISSUE NO. 1

32.      With   regard   to   the  issue  no. 1 Ld. Counsel for the

claimant has submitted that the case is maintainable in the eye

of  law.  The  victim Biswanath  Gogoi has  received  injury  in  a

motor vehicular accident which occurred on 10.06.13 at 12:40

P.M in front of ASTC Bus stand, Tinsukia. Hence as per the S. 166

of the Motor vehicle act 1988 the case is maintainable to get the

compensation.

33.       Ld. Counsel for the opposite party has denied the point of
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the claimant.

34.       Upon hearing both sides I have gone through the material

evidence on record and found that the claimants are the wife

and son of the injured. It is proved that the injured  Biswanath

Gogoi has received injury in an accident. The claim petition is

also filed within the limitation period and the jurisdiction of this

Tribunal.  Hence I  am of  the considered view that  the case  is

maintainable U/S.166 of the Motor vehicle act 1988. Hence the

Issue no. 1 is decided accordingly. 

Issue nos. 2 

35.       With regard to the Issue no. 2, Ld. Counsel for the claimant

has submitted that  on 10.06.13 at about 12:40 P.M in front of

ASTC  Bus  Stand  under  Tinsukia  Police  Station  the  injured

Biswanath  Gogoi,  i.e.  the  husband  of  the  claimant  No.  1

sustained injuries  as a result of rash and negligent driving of the

vehicle bearing Registration No. AS-23-E/1691(Tata 709 Bus). 

36.        In reply Ld. Counsel for the opposite party denied the point

of the claimants.

37.        Upon  hearing  both sides I have gone through the material

on  record  and  found  that  the  CW  1  has  deposed  in   her

evidence-in-Affidavit  that  on  10.06.13 at  about  12:40  PM her

husband was walking by the side of the road near ASTC  Bus

stand, Tinsukia  and all  of  a sudden, a TATA 709 bus bearing

registration no. AS-23-E-1691 driven  by  the  Opp. Party  no. 1

in  a  rash  and  negligent  manner hit  her husband  from the

back.  

38.      The statement of the CW 1 is corroborated by the injured

CW.2, Sri Biswanath Gogoi. He has deposed that on 10.06.13 at

about 12:40 P.M he was walking by the  side  of  the  road near

the ASTC Bus stand and  all  of  a  sudden, one  TATA 709 bus

bearing registration no. AS-23-E-1691 driven by Opp. Party no. 1
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in  a  rash  and  negligent manner hit him from his behind. After

the accident  only on 14.07.13 he regained his senses.

39.         But the allegation and the claim of the CW 1 & 2 cannot be

disproved by the Opp. No. 1 & 2 by adducing evidence.  As the

opposite parties i.e. the drivers and the owners of the alleged

vehicles have not adduced any evidence hence considering the

relevant documents of the case, evidence of the claimant and

injured, I  am of the considered opinion that the accident was

occurred due to the rash and negligent driving of the driver of

the vehicle bearing registration no. No. AS-23-E/1691(Tata 709

Bus). Hence the Issue no. 2 is decided in favour of the claimant.

ISSUE NO. 3

40.       With regard to the Issue no. 3 I am of the view that as it is

already decided in issue no. 2  that the accident was occurred

due to the rash and negligent driving of the driver of the vehicle

bearing  registration  no.  AS-23-E-1691(Tata  709  Bus)  the

claimants are being the wife and sons are entitled to get the

compensation for the injury sustained by the injured Biswanath

Gogoi at the time of accident. 

41.        But how much the compensation the claimants will get and

by whom the compensation will be paid would be decided after

the discussion herein below.

42.      With regard to the damages to the claimant I would like to

cite  the case of G. Ravindranath @ R. Chowdhary Vs.  E.

Srinivas and Anr., reported in (2013)12 SCC 455, wherein

the Hon’ble Supreme Court has held as follows:-  

“13. It is settled law that compensation in personal

injury cases should be determined under the following

heads:
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Pecuniary damages (Special damages)

3. Expenses  relating  to  treatment,  hospitalization,

medicines,  transportation,  nourishing  food  and

miscellaneous expenditure.

4. Loss of earnings (and other gains) which the injured

would  have  made  had  he  not  been  injured,

comprising: (a) Loss of earning during the period of

treatment; (b) Loss of future earnings on account of

permanent disability.

5. Future medical expenses.

Non-pecuniary damages (General damages)

6. Damages  for  pain,  suffering,  and  trauma  as  a

consequence of the injuries.

7. Loss  of  amenities  (and/or  loss  of  prospects  of

marriage).

8.  Loss of  expectation of  life  (shortening of  normal

longevity). 

In  routine  personal injury cases, compensation will

be awarded only under heads (i), (ii) (a) and (iv). It

is  only  in  serious  cases  of  injury,  where  there  is

specific  medical  evidence  corroborating  the

evidence of the claimant, that compensation will be

granted under any of the heads (ii) (b), (iii), (v) and

(vi) relating to loss of future earnings on account of

permanent disability, future medical expenses, loss

of amenities (and/or loss of prospects of marriage)

and loss of expectation of life.”

43.         In  the  instant case, the claimant CW 1 has stated in her

petition that till the filing of the case she has spent about  Rs.

8,16,274.00 only towards Medical Expenditures for the medical

treatment of her husband and submitted bill, cash memos and

voucher accordingly. But later on the CW 1 has deposed that she
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could  able   to  produce  medical   bills  and   vouchers  to   the

extent  of Rs. 8,16,274.00 only at  the  time  filing the  claim

petition. But later on at the time of the evidence on  affidavit

the  claimant  has  filed additional  medical  bills  and  vouchers

to  the  extent  of  Rs. 19,697.97. Thus the claimants have filed

medical   bills   and   vouchers   of  Rs.  8,16,274.00  +  Rs.

19,697.97 = Rs. 8,35,971.97 in total. 

44.        The Opposite  Parties although have cross-examined the

CW  1  &  CW  2  but  could  not  create  any  doubt  about  the

submitted bill, cash memos and voucher. In view of this fact and

after enquiry about the medical bills and voucher I have found

nothing  suspicious  about  the  medical  bills  and  voucher.  It  is

found  that  claimant  has  submitted  proper  receipt,  bill  and

voucher of Rs. 8,35,971.97 only. Hence I hold that the CW 1 has

spent  an  amount  of  Rs.  8,35,971.97  only  for  the  medical

treatment of her the injured husband Biwanath Gogoi. Therefore,

the  claimant  is  entitled  to  receive  the  said  amount  of  Rs.

8,35,971.97  only  (Rupees  Eight  Lakh,  Thirty  Five

Thousand Nine Hundred Seventy One and Ninety Seven

only), towards  the  expenses  relating  to  treatment,

hospitalization and medicines.

45.       Further, it may be mentioned that the claimant has not

submitted any receipt or documents to prove that she has spent

money  in  transportation, nourishing  food  and  miscellaneous

expenditure to and from medical  hospital.  But she states that

the  injured  was  first  brought  for  treatment  Immediately

after  the  accident on 10.06.13 her husband  was  taken to  LGB

Civil Hospital, Tinsukia and due  to  his  critical  condition, on  the

same  day  he  was shifted to Srimanta Sankardev Hospital &

Research  Institute,  Dibrugarh,  wherein   her  husband   has

undergone brain surgery and  was hospitalized till 15.07.13 but

again on 05.08.13 the health  condition of  her husband again

deteriorated and he was hospitalized on  the  same  day  at

Srimanta  Sankardev  Hospital  &  Research  Institute,  Dibrugarh
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wherein  he  was provided  surgical  treatments   and plastic

repair   with   plate   and   screw,   and   was  hospitalized  till

09.08.13. Again  on 16.09.13 her husband become  serious and

he was again admitted in the said hospital and  was  provided

treatment  for  swelling   over   the   scalp,   and   he   was

hospitalized till 05.10.13. Her husband is  still  under  treatment

of  the  specialized  doctors  of  Srimanta Sankardev Hospital &

Research Institute, Dibrugarh. 

46.        From the deposition of the CW 1 and material documents it

is proved that the injured had to visit hospital at Dibrugarh for a

long time and hence it was natural that some amount of money

was spent  on account  of  fare  in  bus or  taxi.  Hence although

there is no voucher or bill with regard to the transportation to

and  from medical  hospital  Tinsukia  and  Dibrugarh  yet  in  the

interest of justice I hold that a lump sum amount of Rs. 25,000/-

was  spent  on  account  of  transportation  nourishing  food  and

miscellaneous  expenditure.  Hence  in  total,  the  claimant  is

entitled to receive the aforesaid amount of Rs. 8,35,971.97 +

Rs. 25,000/- = Rs. 8,60, 971.97 /- only ( Eight Lakh Sixty

Thousand Nine Hundred Seventy one and Ninety Seven

only) towards  expenses relating to treatment,  hospitalization,

medicines,  transportation,  nourishing  food  and  miscellaneous

expenditure.

47.        With regard to the damages for pain, suffering, and trauma

as  a  consequence  of  the  injuries  of  the  injured  CW  2,  the

claimant CW 1 has prayed an amount of Rs. 5,00,000/- from the

opposite party. But the opposite party has vehemently objected

to the claim of the claimant about the quantum of the claim. It is

submitted that the injury of the injured is not so grave to claim

for such a huge claim.

48.      Upon hearing both sides I have gone through the medical

documents  submitted  by  the  claimant.  It  reveals  from  the

medical documents that the injured CW 2 got severe injury. He
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sustained  fracture  of  both  parietal  &  right  occipital  bone

with  adjacent  soft  tissue  swelling  in  consequence  of  which

the   injured   was   hospitalized  three   times   at   Srimanta

Sankardev Hospital  &  Research  Institute,  Dibrugarh   and   he

needs  further   medical   checkup  and  attention.   It  is  also

proved that injured CW 2  lost   his  eye  sight and  become

physically  handicapped  and unable  to  attain  his  normal

pursuits  of his life. From the medical documents the injured CW

2 spent his time off and on since 10.06.13 till 05.10.13 i.e. for

about four months. Which indicates the injured received sever

injury had to go through the tremendous pain and agony. In view

of the injury suffered by the injured CW 2, in my considered view

he  is  entitled  to  get  adequate  compensation  for  his  pain,

suffering, and trauma.

49.        Hence, I am of the considered opinion that claimant should

get  an  amount  of  Rs.  50,000/-,  towards  damages  for  pain,

suffering and trauma which in my view is just and adequate. In

total, the claimant is entitled to receive the aforesaid amounts of

Rs.50, 000/- + Rs. 8,60, 971.97 = Rs. 9,10,971.97 (Rupees

Nine Lakh Ten Thousand Nine Hundred Seventy one and

Ninety Seven only) only as compensation.

50.       With regard to the compensation on the head of loss of

earning Ld. Counsel for the claimants has pointed out that the

CW 2 injured was a professional driver and earned an amount of

Rs. 6000/-. Due to his injury the injured CW 2 lost his job and

thus the CW 2 lost his earning for about Rs. 36,000/-.

51.           In reply Ld. Counsel for the opposite party has pointed out

that the claimant CW 1 & CW 2 have failed to prove the monthly

income of the injured CW 2. Hence the point of the claimants

should not be believed.

52.           Upon hearing both sides I have gone through the petition

of  the claimants and found that  in  the petition the claimants
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have stated that  the CW 2 loss his earning of Rs. 36,000/- till

the filing of the case. But the claimants have failed to prove the

monthly  income  of  the  CW  2.  However  from  the  material

evidence on record the CW 2 was a professional driver and had

some income.  Hence  I  hold  that  the  claimant  had  a  notional

income of Rs. 4000/- PM. In view of the monthly income of Rs.

4000/- the loss of earning for about four months is Rs. 4000 X 4

months = 16,000/-. Thus Rs. 9,10, 971.97 + Rs. 16,000/- =

9,26, 971.97 Total compensation.

53.         With regard to the future medical expenses the claimant

has claimed an amount of Rs. 4,00,000/- but the claimant could

not furnish any such authentic  documents to  prove that  such

huge  amount  is  necessary  for  the  further  future  medical

treatment  of  the  injury  of  CW 2.  On  this  point  although  the

opposite  party  has  tendered  their  objection  yet  upon  going

through the medical report and nature of the injury of injured I

am of the considered view that the injured might have required

some money for his future medical treatment since the date of

discharge  from  hospital.  Which  indicates  that  the  CW  2  still

necessary some amount for his treatment. Hence in the interest

of justice and taking note of the nature and consequences of the

injury and as there is no documents to prove that how much

money is going to be required for the future treatment of the

claimant I am of the considered view that the claimant may be

bestowed  with  an  amount  of Rs.  10,000/-only  for  the  future

medical treatment of the injured which in my considered view

will  be  just  and  adequate. Hence, 9,26,971.97/-  +  Rs.

10,000/- = Rs. 9,36, 971.97 only in total compensation.

54.       With regard to the  Loss of future earnings on account of

permanent  disability  the  Ld.  Counsel  for  the  claimant  has

pointed out that CW 4 has deposed that the CW 2 has 100%

disability on the left side eye. In view of the permanent disability

of the left eye the CW 2 is entitled to get the compensation for

the loss of earnings an amount of Rs. 9,36,000.00. 
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55.        Ld. Counsel for the opposite party has vehemently denied

that the CW 2 has lost his eye due to the accident. There is no

certificate  to  prove  that  the  CW  2  has  lost  his  eye  in

consequence of the said accident. Hence it cast a doubt about

the claim of permanent disability of the CW 2.

56.        Upon hearing both sides I have gone through the material

evidence on record and found that the claimant  has deposed

that the CW 2 has suffered psychologically and lost his job due

to the alleged accident.  CW 1 has deposed that the CW 2 has

suffered 100%  permanent  economic  disability. 

57.       But  on  examination of CW 4 it reveals that vide Ext. 10

notice the Tribunal directed him to constitute Medical Board to

ascertain the percentage of permanent  physical disability of the

injured Sri Biswanath Gogoi S/o. Lt. B.R Gogoi of Merbil, Pavojan,

Kathalguri PO, Duliajan. 

58.     Accordingly   he  had  constituted  the  Medical  Board  to

ascertain the percentage of permanent  physical disability of the

injured Sri Biswanath Gogoi. He was further directed to submit

his report on or before 03.05.16. After receipt of the said notice,

he  constituted  Medical  Board  including  member  -  1)  Dr.  B.S

Gogoi, 2) Dr. A.K Borthakur  3) Dr. R. Guha. Dr. G.S. Gogoi is eye

specialist, Dr. A.K. Borthakur, Surgeon, Dr. R. Guha is a general

Physician. On 21.04.16  the injured appeared  before the Board

and  accordingly,  on  the  same  day  he  was  examined.

Accordingly, on submission of the report, he forwarded the same

before this Tribunal. After complete examination the Board is on

the opinion  that  Mr. Biswanath Gogoi who had suffered road

accident in 2013 is now suffering  from vitreous hemorrhage  of

both eyes with vision P.L mean perception of light (negative) on

right eye  P.L + - on left eye with permanent disability 100%.

Ext. 11 is the said report. 
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59.     Although   the  opposite  party  has  objected  that  the

permanent  disability  of  the  left  eye  is  not  occurred  in

consequence  of  alleged  accident  but  from  the  chronological

event of the medical treatment of the CW 2 it is proved that the

CW 2 has  lost  his  left  eye  due  to  the  alleged accident.  It  is

proved  by  the  Ext.  11  is  the  said  report  that  the  CW 2  has

permanent disability 100% on his left eye. 

60.      The   claimant   has   deposed  that  her   husband,  Sri

Biswanath  Gogoi was a  professional  Driver,  serving  under  Sri

Dilip   Phookonwer  @  Sanjib  Phool  Konwer,   R/o.   Sivsagar,

backside  of  Ruplim  Cinema  Hall, P.O, P.S  &  Dist.  Sibsagar,

Assam,  at  a  consolidated  monthly  salary  of  Rs. 6000/- and

beside  that  he  was  getting  fooding  allowance  of  Rs. 150/-

per  day, and  herself  and  their  only  son  the  claimant  no. 2

respectively,  who  are  entirely  dependent  upon  the  income

of her  husband. Due to  the  accident   her  husband lost his job

and  has  suffered 100%  permanent  economic  disability  which

attributed  great  hardship to  them  and  they  are  passing

their  days  in  distress  and  hardship. 

61.          Here I would like to cite the case of  Sandeep Khanuja

vs Atul Dande & Anr  Supreme Court Of India Civil Appeal

No. 1329 of 2017 (Arising out of SLP (C) NO. 22790 OF 2013)

wherein Hon’ble Supreme Court Of India has observed as follow:-

“The  percentage  of  permanent  disability  is

expressed by  the  doctors  with  reference  to

the whole body, or more often than not, with

reference  to  a  particular  limb.  When  a

disability  certificate  states  that  the  injured

has  suffered  permanent  disability  to  an

extent of 45% of the left lower limb, it is not

the same as 45% permanent disability with

reference  to  the  whole  body.  The extent  of

disability  of  a  limb  (or  part  of  the  body)
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expressed  in  terms  of  a  percentage  of  the

total functions of that limb, obviously cannot

be assumed to be the extent of disability of

the  whole  body.  If  there  is  60% permanent

disability  of  the  right  hand  and  80%

permanent  disability  of  left  leg,  it  does  not

mean that the extent of permanent disability

with  reference  to  the  whole  body  is  140%

(that is 80% plus 60%). If  different parts of

the body have suffered different percentages

of  disabilities,  the  sum  total  thereof

expressed  in  terms  of  the  permanent

disability  with  reference  to  the  whole  body

cannot obviously exceed 100%. 

62.        Where  the  claimant suffers a permanent disability as a

result  of  injuries,  the  assessment  of  compensation  under  the

head of loss of future earnings would depend upon the effect

and impact of such permanent disability on his earning capacity.

The Tribunal should not mechanically apply the percentage of

permanent disability as the percentage of economic loss or loss

of earning capacity”.

63.         Now coming back to the story I have found that the Ext. 11

medical report of the medical board has certified that CW 2 has

permanent disability of 100% on his left eye. Hence in view of

the  report  of  Ext.  11  it  can  be  presumed  that  the  CW  2  is

suffering from the permanent disability of 100% on his left eye.

Although the  Claimant  has  deposed that  the CW 2 has  been

suffering from mental disorder but it cannot be relied upon as to

corroborate  the  claim  the  claimant  could  not  produce  any

certificate in this regard.

64.        So far the monthly income of the claimant is concerned it is

already decided above that CW 2 was earning an amount of Rs.

4,000/-PM at the time of the accident.
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65.       In the case Raj Kumar VS Ajay Kumar & Anr.,(2011)1

SCC 343, Hon'ble Supreme Court has held that:    

"The object of awarding damages is to make good

the loss suffered as a result of wrong done as far as

money can do so, in a fair, reasonable and equitable

manner.  The court  or  tribunal  have to assess the

damages  objectively  and  exclude  from

consideration  any  speculation  or  fancy,  though

some  conjecture  with  reference  to  the  nature  of

disability  and  its  consequences,  is  inevitable.  A

person is not only to be compensated for physical

injury, but also for the loss which he suffered as a

result  of  such injury.  This means that he is  to be

compensated for his inability to enjoy those normal

amenities which he would have enjoyed but for the

injuries,  and  his  inability  to  earn  as  much  as  he

used to earn or could have earned as much as he

used to earn or could have earned.  Thus tribunal

has to assess whether the claimant suffered loss of

future earning on account of permanent disability”.

66.      But  disability  refers  to  any restriction  or  lack of  ability  to

perform an activity in the manner considered normal for a human-

being. Permanent disability refers to the residuary incapacity or loss

of use of some part of the body, found existing at the end of the

period of treatment and recuperation, after achieving the maximum

bodily improvement or recovery which is likely to remain for the

remainder  life  of  the  injured.  Temporary  disability  refers  to  the

incapacity or loss of use of some part of the body on account of the

injury,  which  will  cease  to  exist  at  the  end  of  the  period  of

treatment  and  recuperation.  Permanent  disability  can  be  either

partial  or  total.  Partial  permanent  disability  refers  to  a  person's

inability to perform all the duties and bodily functions that he could

perform before the accident, though he is able to perform some of

them  and  is  still  able  to  engage  in  some  gainful  activity.  Total
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permanent disability refers to a person's inability to perform any

avocation  or  employment  related  activities  as  a  result  of  the

accident.

67.       In view of the aforesaid legal proposition and  looking at the

nature of injuries/disability it can be presumed that CW 2 has partial

Permanent  disability  which  means  the  claimant’s  inability  to

perform all the duties and bodily functions that he could perform

before the accident, though he is able to perform some of them and

is still able to engage in some gainful activity.  The injured CW 2 is a

man aged about 46 years and as there will be no difficulty in any

reemployment and as  he is still to be able to perform some work

and  is  still  able  to  engage  in  some  gainful  activity;  the  loss  of

earning capacity of the claimant is taken as 50% in relation to whole

body. The salary of the claimant at the time of accident has been

calculated at Rs. 6,000/-. Consequently the loss of future income on

account of disability thus comes to Rs. 2000/-per month (which

is 50% of Rs. 4,000/-).

68.       At  the time of accident the claimant was 46 years old and

since then he is unable to do work as he did before the accident. As

per  Sarla Verma & Ors. Vs Delhi Transport Corporation and

another (2009 (6) SCC 121 the multiplier that has to be applied

to find out the loss of total dependency is 13 in the instant case as

the age of the deceased  at the time of his death was held to be  46

years. The relevant portion of the decision of  Sarla Verma (supra)

judgment  reads  as  follows:- “21.  We  therefore  hold  that  the

multiplier to be used should be as mentioned in column (4) of the

Table  above  (prepared  by  applying  Susamma  Thomas,  Trilok

Chandra and Charlie), which starts with an operative multiplier of

18 (for the age groups of 15 to 20 and 21 to 25 years), reduced by

one unit for every five years, that is M-17 for 26 to 30 years, M-16

for 31 to 35 years, M-15 for 36 to 40 years, M-14 for 41 to 45 years,

and M-13 for 46 to 50 years, then reduced by two units for every

five years, that is, M-11 for 51 to 55 years, M-9 for 56 to 60 years,

M-7 for 61 to 65 years and M-5 for 66 to 70 years.”  
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69.       Thus Rs. 4000 + 2000 (50% of Rs. 4000) = Rs. 6000/- PM

X 13= Rs. 78,000/-. Hence Rs. 9,36, 971.97 + Rs. 78,000.00

= Rs. 10,14, 971.97 only ( Ten Lakh Fourteen Thousand Nine

Hundred  and  Seventy  One  and  Ninety  Seven  only) Total

compensation.

70.     Now the question is to be decided who will have to pay the

compensation  and what  amount  to  the  claimant  on  account  the

injury of the injured CW 2 caused in the accident.

71.        From  the material evidence of the instant case it is revealed

and proved that the injured CW 2 received injury in the accident

occurred due to the rash and negligent driving of the driver of the

vehicle bearing registration no. No. AS-23-E-1691(Tata 709 Bus). 

72.      But the Opposite party no. 3 has pointed out that Geeta Gupta

is  the  owner  of  the  vehicle  not  the  opposite  party  no.  2  Hem

Chandra  Barua.  Hence  the  case  is  bad  for  misjoinder  and  non-

joinder.   Hence  the  opp.  Party  no.  3  is  not  liable  to  pay  the

compensation.

73.        From  the  evidence  on  record  it  is proved that the opposite

party no. 3 is the insurer of the alleged vehicle bearing registration

no. No.  AS-23-E-1691(Tata 709 Bus).  Although the opposite party

no. 3 has raised its objection yet it cannot avoid its liabilities to pay

the compensation being the insurer of the alleged vehicle. The Opp.

No. 3 could not create any doubt that the owner has violated the

condition of the policy. Hence being the insurer the Opposite party

no. 3 is liable to pay to compensation to the claimants as per law.

74.     Hence  considering  all  facts  and  circumstances  I  am of  the

considered view that  the OP no.  3 i.e.  The New India Assurance

Company Ltd, is liable to pay the compensation total amount of Rs.

10,14,  971.97  only  (  Ten  Lakh  Fourteen  Thousand  Nine

Hundred  and  Seventy  One  and  Ninety  Seven only) to  the

claimants.
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75.       In view of the above discussion and considering all facts and

circumstances, it is decided that the injured CW 2 is entitled to get

the  award  of  compensation  as  calculated  and  computed  above,

under the law and equity on  account of his injury. Thus, the issue

no. 3 is decided accordingly.

O R D E R

76.        In  view of the above discussion and considering all facts and

circumstances the prayer of the  claim petition of the claimants is

allowed.  An  amount  of  Rs.  10,14,  971.97  only  (  Ten  Lakh

Fourteen  Thousand  Nine  Hundred  and  Seventy  One  and

Ninety  Seven only)  total  compensation  only  so  computed  on

different heads is awarded to the injured i.e. Biswajit Baruah, who is

represented by the Claimants no. 1 & 2. Thus OP No. 3 i.e. The New

India Assurance Company Ltd. is directed to pay the compensation

amount  of  Rs.  10,  14,  971.97  only  (  Ten  Lakh  Fourteen

Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy One and Ninety Seven

only) only to  the  injured i.e.  Sri  Biswanath  Gogoi,  , who  is

represented by the Claimants 1 & 2 i.e.  the wife and the son of

injured Sri Biswanath Gogoi, respectively.

77.       In   Jiju Kuruvilla and vs. Kunjujamma Mohan and others

Civil Appeal No. 4945-4946 it is found that Hon’ble Supreme Court

has ordered on 2 July, 2013  as follows:- “The claimants are entitled

to get the said amount of compensation alongwith interest @ 12%

from the date of  filing of  the petition till  the date of  realisation,

leaving rest of the conditions as mentioned in the award intact”.

78.      Hence in pursuance of the abovementioned cited case the

claimant is bestowed with 12 % interest per annum from the date of

filing of the claim petition till the realization of the total amount of

compensation on the basis of aforesaid terms and conditions.
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79.      Accordingly, this instant MAC case is disposed of on contest

without any cost.

80.        Given  under  my  hand and seal of this Tribunal on this the

28th  day of June, 2019.

 Dictated and corrected by me:

             (A. Hakim),                                 (A. Hakim),
         Addl. Member-2                                    Addl. Member-2,                 
   M.A.C. Tribunal, Tinsukia.                M.A.C. Tribunal,  Tinsukia.
 


